"Catherine Vidal" was not included as an author in the published article. The corrected **Author Contributions Statement** appears below.

ML: principal work, redaction of the paper. DW: experiment, signal processing and helped with the redaction of the paper. EC: helped with signal processing of the EMG. JL: helped with EMG. SL: co-director of the PhD thesis for this work. JD: scientific expert, redaction of the paper. P-PV: director of this project, redaction of this paper. CV: help to do analysis of signal.

Additionally, in the published article, there was an error regarding the affiliations for Pierre-Paul Vidal. Instead of affiliations "1 and 2" it should be affiliations "2 and 1".

The authors apologize for these errors and state that they do not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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